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Can we live without water? We use it many times a day and don’t think about how it is treated or how it get’s to our taps, a lot goes on so that we can turn on the tap and have water flowing out



How do you use
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Presentation Notes
Firstly let’s think about all the ways we use water…these are just some.



Where does our 
come from?
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It comes from the rain -  no new water is made it keeps moving through the water cycle. The sun causes the water to evaporate and change into a gas, this rises and cools in a process called condensation to form the clouds and eventually it will rain. The rain water will either soak into the ground or drain over it to form rivers.



Where does our 
come from?
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Most of the water we supply comes from rain that has soaked down into the ground ,this is a very important source of water.



Where does our 
come from?
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The rest comes from Bough Beech reservoir which is filled with rain water that flows into the River Eden.



Bough Beech treatment works 
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Whether the water has soaked into the ground or come from the river water stored in Bough Beech reservoir it needs to be treated to make it safe to drink. At Bough Beech this takes just four hours!



Getting the                     to you
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Once we have treated the water to make it safe to drink we need to get the water to you. We use large pipes called water mains and these are under the ground.



What’s happening outside?
The pipes under the 
road here are 69 years 
old and made of iron 
so they need replacing

We will put in 
600metres of 125mm 
HPPE pipe which 
should last up to 100 
years
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HPPE  is High Performance PolyethyleneThe existing pipes are 4” spun iron. The pipes on the rest of the estate were replaced 8 years ago  but not this bit and the main is starting to have the odd burst.



Digging the trench
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As you know we have already started to dig a trench out. We can use a digger to dig the trench but sometimes digging by hand is necessary to avoid damaging other services under the road.



Under the ground
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Here you can see some of the other services that we have to get round



Keeping safe
We use 
barriers to 
keep 
everyone 
safe. 

We also wear 
protective 
clothing.
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Many of our pipes are under roads so when we need to replace them it does mean digging up roads which is very inconvenient for everyone. We have to provide a legal distances around our works to keep everyone safe. Sometimes this means using traffic lights or even closing roads. The barriers are there to help keep everyone safe.  We also keep our people safe by wearing protective clothing especially high viz, hard hats and protective boots. You don’t have these so don’t be tempted to go inside the barriers even if the wind blows them over.



Connecting to the new 
main

Lab image
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Once the main is laid it has to be pressure tested and sterilised and the water quality checked before it can be connected to the network and your homes. It may seem as though we aren’t doing anything on site but back in our lab the water is being tested.When we do begin connecting to your homes chlorine spray is used  to disinfect the pipes.



How much                 do you 
use each day?

TRUE or FALSE?

10 litres1 litre 100 litres



How much                 do you 
use each day?

Actually it’s
160 litres each!
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In fact it is more than all of them put together, we actually use 160 litres each every day. All flowing through the pipes under the ground. As new houses are built more people need more water so we each need to try to use less.



What can you do to use 
less                ?

Turn off the tap 
when you clean 

your teeth

Have a short 
shower

Use the big and 
small flush 

buttons properly
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Turn off the tap when you brush your teeth, If you leave the tap running for the two minutes it takes to clean your teeth you could be wasting 10 litres of water. If you tune off the tap it will only be 1litre that is a saving of 9 litres and you can double that as you are supposed to clean your teeth twice a day.Have a short shower not a bath. A bath can use as much as100 litres, a 5 minute shower is 40 litres - our challenge to you is to take a FOUR minute showerFlushing the toilet uses a lot of water, if you have a toilet with a dual flush that is the button on top with two parts make sure you choose the right flush. You only need a small flush for a wee and a big flush for you know what. Make sure you know which button does which flush on your toilets at home. Remember the toilet is not a bin, do not flush the toilet just to dispose of a tissue or some cotton wool…you could be wasting 6-8 litres of water each time…use the bin.



If we ALL SAVE a LITTLE…

…we ALL SAVE aLOT!
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So remember the amount of water on our planet is fixed we cannot make more and the number of people using water is going up. So we have to learn to use less water so that it will go further. 
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Presentation Notes
You will each get a door hanger to take home to help you spread the water saving message.KS2 is blank think of something that your family could do to save water and decorate the hanger to remindthem then hang it where they will see it.KS1 colour in the hanger to remind your family of ways to save water.And remember why we are working around your school at the moment.
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